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Objectives

Fromthischapter thereader should gainknowledge of:
• thecritical stepstobetaken insystemssimulation (ie,definition ofthesystemandstatement
of objectives, analysis of datarelevant tothe model,model construction, validation of the
model, sensitivity analysis,and application of themodel)
• how to make abetter choice from modelling types andtechniques,especially with respect
todeterministic and stochastic models
5.1

Introduction

Models are essential tools for understanding animal health economics. Mathematical
models areespecially useful in this context and generally defined as a set of equations to
describe or simulate an interrelated part (system) of the real world (Hillier & Lieberman,
1990). Three broad functions can be distinguished: (1)toprovide an objective basis for
assessing and assimilating available information about the system, (2) to detect where
essential knowledge of the system is lacking or inadequate, indicating needs for further
research, and (3)to assist inthemanagement control ofthe system.
Basically, there are two different modelling approaches to be considered: a positive
approach and a normative approach. The positive approach can best be indicated asa
description of relevant processes and characteristics by statistical/epidemiological data
analysis (theso-called empiricalmodelling).Traditionally,researchinlivestock production
has mainly been conducted inthis way.In animal health economics more attention ispaid
tothenormative approach,which includescomputer simulation techniques (the so-called
mechanistic modelling). Computer simulation is a method for analysing a problem by
creating a simplified mathematical model of the system under consideration which can
thenbe manipulated bymodification of inputs.Thismethod isespecially attractive where
real-life experimentation would be impossible, costly or disruptive (eg, with highly
contagious diseases), and for exploring strategies that have not been applied yet. Special
attention has to be paid to the correspondence between model and reality to obtain
meaningful results for real-world situations.
Inthischapterthe critical steps andbasic conceptsinsystems simulation arepresented and
discussed.
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5.2

Systems and systems analysis

The terminology associated with systems and systems analysis is generally acollection of
termsthat areusedinotherfieldsoften withdifferent meaning orconnotation. Inthemodel
ling context, asystem is generally described as a-complex -set of related components
which exist within somepre-defined boundary and react asawhole toexternal or internal
stimuli (eg, animal, herd, population). Placing of theboundary is considered the key issue
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in defining and structuring any system, and should depend primarily on the function the
model hastofulfil (Dent &Blackie, 1979).
The term systems analysis is generally used to refer tothe process of examining complex
systems, where all major inputs and outputs are accounted for by theuse of mathematical
models. Dent &Blackie (1979) consider six critical -and interlinked -steps involved in
applying systems analysis, aspresented in Figure 5.1.The steps arecommented onone by

Step 1Definition of the system and objectives for modelling

Aclear description of the system and statement of the reasons why the system simulation
work is being carried out is an essential first step. The system under consideration, the
nature of the problems to be solved, the relevant data available, and to what degree of
detail answers are required highly determine the type of model tobe used. Different types
of models are available to simulate asystem (Law &Kelton, 1991). Afirst choice that
shouldbemadeisthatbetweenstaticanddynamicmodels.Astaticmodeldoesnotcontain
time as avariable and, therefore, cannot simulate the behaviour of a system over time,as
opposed to adynamic model.Amodel that makes definite predictions for quantities (such
as milk production and live weight) is called deterministic. Astochastic model, on the
otherhand,contains probability distributions todealwithuncertainty inthebehaviour ofa
system.Thesedistributions canbe used directly or through random sampling. In the latter
case, repeated runs of the model are necessary to provide insight into the variation in
outcome. Afinal difference to consider concerns optimization versus simulation. An
optimization model determines the optimum solution given the objective function and
restrictions, whereas a simulation model calculates the outcome of pre-defined sets of
inputvariables (scenarios, strategies)
Step 2Analysis of data relevant to the model

The model design istoalarge extent dependent on the data available or on the feasibility
of generating data within the time limits set by the research. Complete data availability
will seldom, if ever, exist. An obvious shortage occurs when simulation studies are
conducted in an early stage of research, eg, toexplore new strategies that have not been
applied yet. Especially then, however, simulation studies have proved tobe beneficial to
help structure the problem and set priorities for further (empirical) research. In those cases
aclose cooperation with experts may help toget thebest estimates for the necessary input
data and relationships. Once the model is available, the -potential -impact of uncertain
estimates caneasily bedetermined through sensitivity analyses (Step5).
Step 3 Construction of the model

The construction of a mathematical model is usually a multistage procedure. Three
functionally different approaches can be distinguished:
the bottom-up approach, beginning with components of models at the lowest level of
organization and combining them without any aggregation;
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• the top-down approach, which begins with a simple representation of the entire system
and iscomplete when theresolution of themodel issufficient tosatisfy theobjectives; and
• the prototyping approach, aniterative compromisebetween thefirsttwoalternatives.
Development of amodel with the prototype approach begins with simple modelling of
single subsystems. The process of development progresses by formulating more
sophisticated representationsofthemostimportantsubsystemsandaggregating,deletingor
ignoring subsystems of lesser importance. Because of its flexibility, the prototyping
approach is especially favourable for models of large and complex systems, such as
livestock production systems.Itallows experts (aswell asfinal users) tobeincluded inthe
modelling process at an early stage.Regular interaction withthesepeople maintains their
interest inthe simulation study.Itcanalsohelptoavoidthemistake (often madeby novice
modellers) to start with tooexcessive an amount ofmodel detail.
Step 4 Validation of the model

Validation is considered a very important but difficult step in the entire modelling
procedure. The key issue here is to judge whether or not the model mimics reality
sufficiently well to fulfil the purposes for which it has been developed. If a model is
considered 'valid', then the decisionsmadewiththe model shouldbe similar tothose that
would bemadebyphysically experimenting withthesystem (ifpossible).If amodel isnot
valid, then any conclusions derived from itwillbe ofdoubtful value.
In the literature adistinction is made between internal and external validation (Taylor,
1983).Internalvalidationisacontinuousprocessthroughoutthedevelopment stageofthe
model, ensuring that all assumptions are in accordance with the theory, experience and
relevant general knowledge. Internal validation can thusbe described asensuring that the
rightanswer, decision orrecommendation isprovided bythecorrectmethod, and that each
equation or part of the model hasalogical basis,uses correct parameters and is correctly
written. External validation refers tothecomparison of themodel's performance against
the performance of the real system, in which the model is considered a 'black box'.
Information should be produced, which enablesthe user toconclude whether to accept or
reject themodel's recommendation. Thismayinclude asensitivity analysis (Step5).
Twofundamental issuesrelatetothevalidationofanycomputer simulation model.First,the
fact that amodel behaving like reality for one set of inputs and operating rules does not
guarantee that it will perform satisfactorily for adifferent set of conditions. Second, there
is nototally objective and accepted approach tovalidation, because validation necessarily
includes:(1)theway(s)in whichthemodelisused,(2)thetestswith which tovalidate the
model, (3) the data to serve as abasis for comparison, and (4) the criteria to measure the
(in)validity of the model.When amodel and theresults areaccepted by the user as being
'valid', and areused as an aid in making decisions, then such amodel iscalled 'credible'
(Law&Kelton, 1991).Althoughcredibilityhasnotbeendiscussed agreatdealinliterature
on systems simulation, it is considered as important as validation in terms of actual
implementation of simulation results.
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Step 5Sensitivity analysis

One of the most powerful decision-analytic techniques is sensitivity analysis, in which
the values of relevant parameters are systematically varied over some range of interest to
determine their impact ontheresults.Ifeachof theassumptions isindependent of allother
assumptions, then it is reasonable to vary one parameter at a time, assuming all other
parameters to be at their baseline or 'best guess' values. On the other hand, if several
assumptions are interdependent, or if it seems important toexamine the trade-off between
specific gains and losses,then it isbest toexamine several parameters simultaneously.
Good knowledge of sensitive parameters should be available and entered into the model.
If this is not available, sensitivity analysis can helptoset priorities for further (empirical)
research. In this way avaluable interaction between computer simulation and field data
analysis ispossible. Computer simulation may beused toquantify the significant gaps in
(veterinary) knowledge, while knowledge obtained from field data research increases the
realness of economic models.This interaction isconsidered fundamental to the study of
disease and diseasecontrol.
Step 6 Useof model in decision support

If accepted, the modelcan beused for providing answers tothe questions for which it has
beenbuilt.Thiscanbedoneeitherwithin aresearchenvironment only(ie,providing output
for scientific publications) orasanactualtoolfordecision-support inthefield. Thelatteruse
isonthe increase.Aso-called Integrated DecisionSupport System (IDSS) is commonly
considered tobe anideal framework for modeluseunder field conditions, and defined asa
user-machine system for providing information to support operations, management and
decision-making functions in anorganization. The system utilizescomputer hardware and
software, manual procedures, models for analysis,planning, control and decision making,
and adatabase (Davis &Olson, 1985).Marsh (1986),Huirne (1990),Jalvingh (1993) and
Houben (1995)developed comprehensive butflexiblemodels for on-farm decision support
inthe areaof animal healthandreplacement economics indairy cattle and swine,meant to
beincluded in themodelbase of such anIDSS.
Different wayscanbeconsideredtoactuallymakethesemodelsavailableforuseinthe field.
Asastart,themodelscouldbemadeavailableforacentralcomputer,whichcanbeaccessed
by individual users (farmers, advisers). Incase of indirect use,the adviser carries out the
modelcalculations andinterprets andreportstheresultstothefarmer (intermediary mode).
Incaseof directuse,thefarmer andtheadvisermayusethemodelon-line (terminal mode),
oroff-line (clerkmode)bypreparingand submitting inputtothecentralcomputer.The final
stepistohavethemodels available onthePCofboththeadviser andthe farmer.
5.3

Deterministic and stochastic modelling

In the previous section adeterministic model wasdescribed asbeing amodel that makes
definite predictions for quantities (such as milk production and live weight), whereas a
stochastic model contains either probability distributions or random elements todeal with
uncertainty in the behaviour of a system. In the literature there is agreement on the
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distinction between (pure) deterministic models on the one hand and stochastic models
containing random elements on the other. This is not the case with respect to stochastic
modelscontaining probability distributions. Several authorsclassify these models asbeing
deterministic, which is not correct and may underestimate their value and potential
applications. Therefore, the three different types of models will further be illustrated and
discussed,by using asimplified example.
Considerthesituationwherefor amodeldealingwithsowreplacement economics,ayoung
replacement sow is taken from apopulation where the size of the first litter is normally
distributed (see Figure 5.2). Litter size in this example ranges from 6to 12pigs and most
sows (ie, 30%) fall into the class with 9pigs per litter. The expected performance of a
replacement sowtakenfrom thispopulation dependsuponthetype ofmodelunderconsider
ation. In case of adeterministic model, each replacement sow is considered to produce
exactly 9pigs in her first litter, this being the most likely litter size of the population she
comes from. All costs and returns in the calculation then are also derived from such a9pig sow.In astochastic model with probability distributions, each replacement sow is
expected toproduce 0.05 x6+0.10 x7+ +0.10 x 11 +0.05 x 12=9.0pigs inthe first
litter.Nowthecostsandreturnsinthecalculation arederived (ie,weighed)from thevarious
single litter-size classes under consideration. This is afundamentally different approach
from thedeterministic model andwill lead todifferent economic results aswell.Incaseof
astochasticmodelwithrandomelements,eachreplacement sowisrandomly drawn from
the specified probability distribution and will have alitter size of 6, 7, ,or 12pigs.The
costs and returns,therefore, will differ accordingly between the sows.With a sufficiently
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Figure 5.2First-litter size performance in asow population
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large number of drawings (ie, multiple runs) the average litter size of the replacement
sowswill approximate9.0pigsagain,providingthesameaverageeconomic outcome asthe
stochastic model using probability distributions.
As illustrated in the example, deterministic models donot take into account uncertainty
(ie, variation) associated with future events, resulting in an oversimplification of the
conditionsunderwhichdecisionshavetobemadeinreality.Theapproachusing probability
distributions (ie, dynamic probabilistic or (modified) Markov chain simulation) and the
one using random numbers (ie, Monte Carlo simulation) have the advantage that, for
instance, animals with different performances can betreated differently, eg,amore liberal
insemination and replacement policy for high-producing animals. Moreover, future
performance canberelatedtocurrentperformance. Therefore, cullingofanimalswithalow
performance will influence the performance realized in later production cycles. In the
deterministic approach this is not possible; the resulting average performance per
production cycle isalways equaltothe input value.
One advantage of the approach using probability distributions is that there will be
observations in all classes, which means that the model will exactly provide the expected
value of the results and only one run is needed toobtain these results. In fact, the results
ofaverylargeherdorpopulation aresimulated,withanimalsavailableinallpossiblestates.
In the model using random numbers, the presence of observations in all classes is not
guaranteed. The larger the number of observations, the better the average result will
approach the real expected value. Replicated calculations are needed to obtain a reliable
estimate of the averageresults.
One advantage of models with random numbers and multiple runs,on the other hand, is
the available information about the expected standard deviation in the results, which
allowsfor statistical testsandnon-neutral riskanalysis.Performing thesetestsand analyses
requires a careful design and analysis of the modelling experiments, in order to obtain
reliable estimates of average results and standard deviations. By simply choosing alarge
number of replications, for instance, a difference between two strategies can always be
made significant, duetothefact that the standard errorofthemean willthen be small.
Applications of stochastic models with randomelements often focus onthe comparison of
average results only,rather than on atrade-off between expected outcome and its variation
(ie, non-neutral risk analysis). If so, then theapproach using probability distributions had
betterbeapplied.Sinceonerunsuppliestheexpected valueoftheresults,various sensitivity
analysescanbecarriedoutmucheasierthanisthecasewithmodelsusingrandomnumbers.
An overview of published models and their features in the area of reproduction and
replacement economics indairy cattle and sowswasgivenby Jalvingh (1993).
5.4

Common combinations of modelling type and technique

The choice of the modelling type and technique will depend on a number of factors,
including:
• thenature of the problem;
• theresources available,eg,time,money and analytical tools;and
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• the availability of data and information about the problem.
Even within specific narrow problem domains such as animal replacement decisions, diffe
rent modelling types and techniques are used. Most common combinations in the literature
are summarized in Table 5.1.
Model calculations in animal health economics often suffer from a serious lack of accurate
data, as discussed before. Since the mid-eighties much effort has been put into designing
and implementing integrated veterinary, zootechnical and economic record keeping systems
(Morris & Dijkhuizen, 1992). In the future, systematic epidemiological and economic
analyses of these databases should be given high priority. A basic question is whether and, if so, which - standards are available to express the frequency and severity of the
various diseases under field conditions.Further research in this field is necessary and can be
of great practical value.In this way avaluable interaction between economic research on the
one hand and veterinary and zootechnical research on the other is possible.
Table 5.7 Common combinations of modelling type and technique3
Stochastic
Static Dynanie

Determi-

Probab. Random Optimization Simulation

nistic

distrib. elements

Gross Margin Analysis

x

x

x

Partial Budgeting

x

x

x

Cost-Benefit Analysis

x

Decision Analysis

x

Linear Programming

x

x
x
x

x

Dynamic Programming

x

x

Markov Chain Simulation

x

x

Monte Carlo Simulation

x

a

x
x
x
x

x

Thefirstfour (basic)methodsof economic analysisinthistablewereexplained inChapter 3;theother, more
advanced ones,will follow inthe next chapters.
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